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Sarah's practice centers on advanced estate planning.
She has a wide range of experience helping clients with wills, trusts, corporate structures, prenuptial agreements,
private and public foundations and other vehicles of estate administration.
Business owners, families and individuals rely on Sarah to guide them through the complexities of asset protection
planning, including legal, tax, real estate and business issues.
Sarah has developed a particular fluency in addressing the unique estate planning issues that musicians, actors, writers
and other creative artists face when it comes to protecting the value of their intellectual property and creative legacies,
especially in light of rapidly advancing technology. She advises a wide range of creative artists, helping them craft
estate plans that preserve the value of their copyrights, trademarks and rights of publicity, and also represents banks
and trust companies that serve as fiduciaries.
In addition, Sarah has experience advising clients on premarital planning, probate, guardianships and conservatorships,
special needs trusts and elder law. She frequently speaks to professionals in related fields about estate planning,
prenuptial agreements, long-term care planning, diminished capacity and legal and tax topics surrounding how to
protect finances in challenging times.

Before Fox Rothschild
Prior to joining Fox, Sarah was a tax and corporate attorney in the Minneapolis office of a national law firm.
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Snow Bird Counsel
Licensed in Minnesota and Florida, and well versed in both states' tax and estate laws, Sarah provides knowledgeable,
fully integrated representation to snow birds who split their time between the two locations.

That is particularly important now, in the wake of the recently enacted Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. The new federal law
imposes a $10,000 cap on the deductibility of state and local taxes, often referred to as the SALT deduction, and makes
other changes that threaten to significantly raise Minnesota residents’ tax bills, increasing the appeal of low-tax winter
destinations such as Florida.
Simply purchasing a vacation home in a low-tax state like Florida isn’t enough to claim residence there for tax
purposes. Minnesota natives hoping to establish residence in Florida must establish that their vacation home is their
domicile, a legal term that reflects the place a person is physically present and considers home. This is not a simple
matter.

Sarah is adept at guiding clients through the arcane process of establishing their domicile in Florida, which at a
minimum, includes demonstrating that they spend at least 183 days there each year, but also requires taking a litany of
other steps to demonstrate that Florida is their primary residence. Each state has different residency rules, and
Minnesota has been aggressive in auditing people who change their residency to Florida. As an attorney who is
licensed in Minnesota and Florida, Sarah can counsel clients on both fronts, providing seamless representation.
Whether you already have two homes and want to switch your legal residence to Florida or are considering the
purchase of a vacation home in Florida and want to make it your domicile, Sarah and her colleagues in the firm’s
Minneapolis, Miami and West Palm Beach offices have the in-depth knowledge to handle every part of the process,
from estate planning to tax advice to deciphering the residency requirements of both states.

